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EASTER 2013
Here is a photo spread of the Easter activities when Mt Beauty was a Mecca for visitors from VMFG
on their annual Easter camp as well as representatives from GCV Benalla, Soaring Club of Tasmania,
Kingaroy, Narromine and Beaufort Gliding Clubs. 18 gliders plus one tug visited to make it a very
busy operation with 8 Mt Beauty club and private gliders and a local tug also operating.

Easter pilots’ briefing Saturday 30 March 2013.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Waiting for the 1.00pm thermal.
Photo: George Skarbek
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Mt Beauty Easter Air Traffic Control directed by Ian Cohn.
Photo: George Skarbek
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Easter 5 glider gaggle. See Mark Bland’s very relevant piece on “Lookout” later in this edition.
Photo: George Skarbek

Ian Dealy, Atila Kerestes, Andrew Evans, Elle Carter,
Megan and Chris Rigoni enjoying Sunday night dinner.
Photo: George Skarbek

Sunday night dinner crowd.
Photo: George Skarbek
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Happy ladies serving Sunday night dinner, Amanda
Bland and Susie Cohn.
Photo: George Skarbek

Heather Mull, Mart Bosman, Louise O’Grady and
Suzanne Bland.
Photo: George Skarbek
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MBGC President’s Report
My apologies for the delay in
going to press with this
month’s edition of “Alpine
Flyer”. The excuse is I was
waiting until after Easter to
provide a big spread on all
our Easter activities.

And finally here is a thought for the month.
“Ask not what MBGC can do for you. Ask what
you can do for MBGC”.
(With apologies to John F Kennedy, 21 Jan
1961)
Safe flying.
Andrew Evans - President / Secretary / “Alpine
Flyer” Editor

Easter Report
Easter is important for our club as it is a
significant opportunity for raising revenue to
fund our operations and acquire new assets.
Our annual Easter camp was highly successful
with a large number of pilots and gliders
attending as you have read in the special
spread above.
This success was due to the excellent team
effort by members who volunteered their time
to ensure that everything ran smoothly and
safely.
Special thanks to our CFI Mark Bland for the
large responsibility of overseeing the safety of
our Easter operations.
Special thanks are also due to our catering
group lead by Shirley Knight and her
enthusiastic team of helpers who prepared a
sumptuous feast on Sunday night for
approximately 70 people at the airfield.
This feast included a massive choice of about
12 hot main courses followed by a large choice
of delicious desserts for only $20. There was
enough food for everyone to have seconds.
There would have been less ballast used by
pilots for flying the next day after this big feast.
Mountain Flying Course
The Mountain Flying Course held on 4 to 11
March was again very successful. Thank you
to all the members who provided their valuable
support in conducting this course. See the
story and photos later in this edition.

CFI Report
Last week I was informed of
an ATSB Air Incident report
of a near miss between an
Air Ambulance B200 and a
sailplane near Wangaratta.
According to the report they
passed within 70 metres of
each other.
Very scary! With Easter just past and the large
number of visiting gliders that engulfed our
field it’s a good time to remind and reinforce
our “Look Out Procedures” Many modern
pilots become very reliant on cockpit electronic
gadgets and spend far too much time looking
at computer screens that can tell you almost
everything except where the thermal is!
“Looking” and actually “Seeing” are not always
the same thing so we need to constantly train
ourselves to scan the sky and hopefully know
who’s likely to run into us. Power aircraft cruise
at much higher speeds and their pilots may
also have their heads in the cockpit, especially
if they’re IFR.
Gliders generally operate on one of the
designated glider frequencies when flying X/C,
but there is a strong argument especially from
the ATSB and the commercial guys that we
should be monitoring the area frequency and
routinely giving and responding to position
reports from aircraft to aid the See and Avoid
principles.

Four of our Junior Pilots recently attended a
training seminar at the Australian Institute of
Sport on physical and mental preparation for
gliding competitions. The focus was on the
upcoming Junior World Competition in 2015 at
Narromine.

The case against this is that on a good day
when dozens of gliders are flying in a
broadcast area, generally in the lower levels to
our IFR aircraft, the communication congestion
can become almost unworkable. None the less
we all need to be vigilant and aware of our
responsibilities to all aircraft and Never let up
on the Look Out!

Thanks to Scott and Maria Anderson for
coordinating the attendance by our juniors.
See the story and photo later in this edition.

Worth revisiting the GFA
RADIO
PROCEDURES
PILOTS.

Junior training course at AIS Canberra

Alpine Flyer

AIRWAYS AND
FOR
GLIDER
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Safety message
When operating outside controlled airspace, it
is the pilot’s responsibility to maintain
separation with other aircraft. For this, it is
important that pilots utilise both alerted and unalerted See and Avoid principles. Pilots should
never assume that an absence of traffic
broadcasts means an absence of traffic.
LOOKOUT FOR GLIDER PILOTS
This should be an invariable habit for all.
1. Be conscious of your lookout responsibility
100% of the time.
2. Set up your cockpit to maximise your time
outside the cockpit. Instrument layout, GPS
operation, map handling etc should be set
up to allow maximum time looking outside.
RECOMMENDED PROCEDURES
1. Use a scan technique appropriate to what
you are doing. Good situational awareness
is essential.

situational awareness. Keep track of the
gliders around you and what they are
doing.
7. Remember modern gliders in particular
have high energy. Speeds are higher than
before. Height gain in pull-ups is significant
and rapid.
8. Hazards are greater on cross-country
cruise/racing. Stay alert.
9. Increased stress at contest start points,
getting low on track, approaching a turn
point, navigation checks and etc force pilots
back into the cockpit. Be particularly aware
of this and force yourself to look out!
See: OpsDirective0104_Lookout
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Be aware of and allow for the effects age,
fatigue, low blood sugar, dehydration and mild
anoxia. If you have any of these be sure to
concentrate more than ever on technique.

CRUISE SCAN - Forward conical scan
60 degrees left/right, up and down)

Mark Bland – CFI

FULL SCAN - Complete visible sky scan.
Each side, above and below, behind
each side round to as far back as
possible. Vital for situational awareness,
particularly in the circuit.

Easter 2013 Catering Report

TARGETED SCAN - Used in specific
circumstances. Scan concentrates on
that part of the sky where the hazard is
expected, eg pull-up into a thermal.
2. Look in particular for turning gliders
indicating a gaggle thermalling ahead.
3. Slow down before entering an identified
area of lift, especially if it already contains
gliders.

Many Hands Make Lighter Work
The Club hosted an Easter Sunday casserole
night at the airfield terminal for more than 70
visitors from clubs afar. We are very grateful
for their patronage. These nights not only
provide a great meeting place for our visitors,
but a happy fundraiser with over $900 profit
raised towards GVA and IKS. This Easter was
an especially successful social event, held
under the marquee generously provided by the
Kangaroo Hoppet ski race organisation. Club
members who are able to support the Hoppet
activities at Falls Creek are encouraged to do
so.

4. When thermalling at turnpoints and in the
circuit, experience will readily dictate where
to look for potentially conflicting gliders.
5. In particular when pulling into a turn,
remember that you have changed the
situation significantly so you need to take
primary responsibility for remaining clear of
other gliders.
Particularly scan back along the track
direction when entering a thermal looking
for expected and unexpected gliders on
that same track.
6. Because gliders around us will sometimes
be easy to see and other times will
disappear as we look, it is necessary to
make a conscious effort to maintain
Alpine Flyer

Terry Knight being served his big helping of Susie
Cohn’s popular trifle by Amanda Bland at the Easter
dinner closely watched by an eager Gary Mason.
Photo: George Skarbek
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Grateful thanks to the workers including
organisers Shirley Knight and Suzanne Bland
who, guessing numbers, purchased some
30kg of raw foodstuffs and designed and
cooked 17 dishes for serving hot at the right
time - a logistics nightmare.
Thanks also to Suzanne's Mum and Dad, Sue
and Norm, for endless hours of dicing and
even more cooking; Susie Cohn for her
delectable signature dessert, table setup and
firewood delivery; Laura Sullivan for endless
help; Ian Cohn, who collected tables and
chairs from themselves, the Vigos, Blands and
Knights; Terry for sorting power and BBQ
equipment - and so the list goes on.
Special thanks to Les and Margaret Jordan of
the Mt Beauty Modellers, for supply of tables,
a BBQ and hours of cooking help, friends
including, Amanda Bland, our Beaming
Belgian Duo Goele and Nele and Glenda, who
all mucked in and helped with everything from
a smile to washing up. Apologies to any not
mentioned.

We will soon get it going well and with luck and
careful slow driving, have a long life from it. It
even has seat belts! (Which will of course,
always be used).
More good news about our club winch
The cable drum traverse (spreader) electrics
and mechanism have received some attention
and serious modification. Intermittent problems
of cable-bunching during launch should now
be a thing of the past.
I think it worthwhile to check the spreader
action during the DI. When the battery has
been connected, (but engine and ignition OFF)
simply nudge the gear lever forward into Drive
and watch for rotation of the spreader saddle.
If it does not rotate - don't launch. Then bring
the gear lever hard back to neutral as per
normal.

Was it any good? Yes. Will we do it again?
Yes. The verdict was "superb food, wonderful
night".
Terry Knight

Maintenance Report
Charade
We have received another Charade launch
vehicle, just in time the replace the original
which departed our service in a huff of smoke.
The generous donor, Simon Costa will be in
line for a couple of free flights as a thank you.

Mart Bosman driving our state of the art winch at
Easter.
Photo: George Skarbek

Radio
A partial repeat for those who missed it: A high
performance UHF radio is fitted to the winch.
Turn it ON at the start of the day's flying. Test
call to launch to ensure adequate volume on
receive.
Leave it on all day - no harm will be done.
Turn it OFF AT THE RADIO when the winch is
packed up at the end of the day.
Terry Knight - TO Ops / Airworthiness / Radio

Welcome to new Junior member
Jack Percy

The Charade pickup crew, Laura Sullivan, Terry
Knight, Reuben Lane and Mart Bosman.
Photo: Mark Bland

If anyone has a left hand front mudguard for a
1992 Daihatsu two door Charade - we would
love to have it.

Alpine Flyer

MBGC continues to be a club of choice for
junior pilots. Did you know we now have 8
junior pilots aged under 18 years!
This month we welcome new junior member
Jack Percy. Here is an interview with Jack so
you can get to know him and make him feel
welcome when you see him on the airfield:
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who and Buzz Aldrin because I find
space fascinating and I'm sure he would
make
some
pretty
awesome
conversations.
Jack Percy

Mountain Flying Course
The 2nd Mountain Flying Course held at Mt
Beauty from 4 to 11 March was once again
given a big tick of approval by the 20
participants.
Instructor Bernie O’Donnell and Jack Percy after a
flight in ASK21-VHGVA.
Photo: Alison Percy

1. What attracted you to joining Mt Beauty
Gliding Club?
I have always had a fascination with flight
and being a keen skier and having a love
for the Kiewa Valley always meant that I
would see gliders when travelling to Falls
Creek or Tawonga.
I never realised how accessible gliding was
until I enquired about joining. After going up
for an introductory flight I knew I loved it.

Visitors from Warwick (Qld), Hunter Valley
(NSW), RAAF Richmond, Ararat and Bacchus
Marsh brought an additional 12 gliders to the
field, including some state of the art “long
wings” such as the ASH25, Arcus, and
DG1000.
The weather allowed flying every day with
some good X/C flights to Mt Buller and
Mt Kosciuszko on the best days and a few
stable days that at least allowed local soaring
around Mt Bogong.

1. How old are you?
17, 18 in a few weeks.
2. Where do you go to school and what
year are you in?
Albury High School, Year 12.
3. What would you like to do in your
career - does aviation play a part in
this in any way?
My dream is to become a rotary wing
pilot. I couldn’t think of a more enjoyable
career! Gliding is a great way for me to
become involved in aviation.
4. What are your hobbies – apart from
gliding of course?
Music has always played an important
part in my life. Since around grade 4 I
have played guitar and from there an
array of instruments.
I like to keep fit so I have always been
involved in sports. At the moment I play
soccer, kayak and ski in winter.
5. If you could invite any 4 people to
dinner who would they be and why?

Greg Wilson (Qld), Stewart Welsby (NSW), Ian &
Susie Cohn (Mt Beauty), Faith (friend of Susie),
Paul Mander (Sydney), John Buchanan (Melbourne
- standing), Phil McCann (Bendigo), Reuben Lane
(Mt Beauty).
Photo: Mark Bland

NSW guru Paul Mander gave some interesting
talks on mountain flying techniques and
encouraged some debated heckling from the
majority VSA audience!
The MBGC ladies did a magnificent job
making lunch packs for the participants and
also put on a delicious evening meal at the
terminal on the Friday evening to top off a
great week.

John Butler so he could play some
music and teach me a thing or two on
the guitar. Somebody from the past and
someone from the future, not too sure
Alpine Flyer
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Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

Happy course participants socialising after a day of
alpine flying.
Photo: Mark Bland

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday
20 April 2013
Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation briefing and test

Paul Mander providing a briefing to course
participants.
Photo: Mark Bland

Ben Talbot graduates to ASW20

CASA regulation CAO95.4, under which
gliding operates, was amended in April 2011
and it is now a requirement that in order to use
a VHF radio, a person must have
authorisation, which in the case of glider pilots
means a GFA Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation, in the form of a log-book
endorsement by means of a sticker.
If you do not have the endorsement:
1. You cannot fly from any registered
aerodrome or within the CTAF of registered
aerodromes where usage of radio is
mandatory.

Ben Talbot about to be unleashed in Craig Collings’
ASW20 - VHXOR. This explains Ben’s big smile.
Photo: Andrew Evans

Alpine Flyer

2. You cannot legally use the radio if you fly
from a non-registered aerodrome (eg. Mt
Beauty).
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3. You cannot progress from dual training to
solo.
If you do not possess this authorisation,
contact Andrew Evans to undertake either an
oral or written test which covers material from
the Airways and Radio Procedures for Glider
Pilots which is available at:
http://2009.gfa.org..au/Docs/ops/airradio.pdf).
The Procedures must be studied before
undertaking the test which takes about 15 to
20 minutes and can be undertaken on the field
when I am there (usually on Sundays).
A second training course and examination day
will be organised in the near future. Your
Committee has decreed that after this anyone
member not in possession of the authorisation
will not be able to fly at Mt Beauty until they
obtain the authorisation.
Andrew Evans - Level 1 Instructor

MBGC Juniors go to Canberra
No, not to meet Julia but to attend a training
seminar at the Australian Institute of Sport on
physical and mental preparation for gliding
competitions. The focus was on the upcoming
Junior World Competition in 2015 at
Narromine.
The seminar was facilitated by coaches Lisa
and Peter Trotter and included presentations
covering physiology, sports nutrition including
regulating your blood sugar, physical exercises
to prevent strain and reduce fatigue and
approaching competitions with the appropriate
mental state.
The seminar even included an impromptu
basketball challenge against the under 20
Womens’ basketball team organised by our
own entrepreneurial Reuben Lane.
All the juniors rated the seminar as a very
valuable experience.

Ian Cohn’s lost phone
Ian Cohn turned up at the airfield on Sunday
24 March looking bewildered and said “I’m not
here to fly I’m just looking for my mobile phone
which I think I left on the roof of my car when I
was here earlier. It must have fallen off in the
grass when I drove off”.
Quick thinking Bernie O’Donnell said “how
about I ring your number and we should be
able to find it in the grass”. So he rang Ian’s
number and suddenly Ian felt something
vibrating in his back pocket. You guessed it!
Ian has asked that this story not be spread
around, particularly amongst his Rotary mates,
as it will cost him a fine at Rotary and it might
embarrass him.

Can you spot our MBGC juniors? From left, Laura
Sullivan, Ben Talbot, Brooke Anderson and Reuben
Lane in the group who attended the AIS junior
training seminar at Canberra.
Photo: Maria Anderson

Winch Driver Tally
Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1 January 2013 are shown below. If you are
not currently qualified to operate the winch,
why not consider obtaining training and help
share the workload?

Bernie O’Donnell successfully finds Ian Cohn’s
mobile phone by ringing the number.
Photo: Andrew Evans
Alpine Flyer

Mark Bland

70

Bernie O’Donnell

46

Ron Boxhall

34

Kenton Ford

33

Phil O’Bryan

25

Andrew Evans

20

Richard Todd

17

Graham Levitt

13
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Mike Pobjoy

11

Gary Mason

11

Andy Smith

9

Laura Sullivan

8

Terry Knight

8

Scott Anderson

6

Ian Cohn

6

Mart Bosman

6

Rod Harris

3

Ollie Barthelmes

3

Alan Reynolds

2

Pilatus-GCD for sale

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

Steve Bradbury

0

Pilatus B4 glider VH-GCD is for sale, including
open trailer, based at Mount Beauty Airfield.

George Vasiliadis

0

Ben Talbot

0

Craig Collings

0

Duncan Robertson

0

Kevin Roden

0

Brendan Judd

0

Al Dickie

0

ASK21 Mi-GVS
Photo: Detlev Rueff

3900 hours, 4760 launches, basic instruments,
open trailer.

Each year the winner of the most prolific winch
driver award is presented with a certificate and
prize of 5 free winch launches at the AGM.
Special thanks to Ron Boxhall of Soaring Club
of Tasmania who visited at Easter and
provided an amazing 34 winch launches.

Upcoming Events
Tues 23 Jul - 30th anniversary of the “Gimli
glider”. See
www.youtube.com/watch?v=713yrh5RFcA .

Pilatus B4 VH-GCD
Photo: Greg Sujecki

Can be inspected at Mt Beauty, Vic. $7000.
Contact:
Mike Pobjoy: mikepobjoy@yahoo.com.au or
phone (02) 6059 1417 or
Rod Harris: roddo.harris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815

CLASSIFIEDS
ASK21 VH-GVS for sale

Flying funnies

2 seater self-launching glider, ASK21mi
VH-GVS with enclosed Komet trailer. Total hrs
980, engine hours 103, always hangared,
steerable nose wheel. Current Form 2 and in
excellent condition. Price: $165,000. For
further details contact:

Basic Flying Rules

David Jacobson
davidmjacobson@bigpond.com or phone
(03) 5756 2747 or 0419 346 336 or
Rod Harris roddoharris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815.
Alpine Flyer

1. Try to stay in the middle of the air.

2. Do not go near the edges of it.
3. The edges of the air can be recognized by
the appearance of ground, buildings, sea,
trees and interstellar space. It is much
more difficult to fly there.
……………………………………………………..
You know that your landing gear is up and locked
when it takes full power to taxi to the terminal.
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MT BEAUTY

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
Send your editorial or photographic contributions to the
“Alpine Flyer” Editor - Andrew Evans at
andrewe@g-mwater.com.au or Telephone 0418 377 146
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